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WHAT IS YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS’ PROGRAMME?

Crucial component of ISOCARP’s dedication to the promotion and enhancement of the planning profession and knowledge for better cities

Initiated in 1991 at the 26th ISOCARP Congress in Guadalajara, Mexico

Source of meaningful debate, new ideas and rejuvenation for the Society

Unique opportunity to meet and exchange technical and scientific knowledge, but also a basis for making life-long friends

https://isocarp.org/young-planning-professionals-programme/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT IS YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS’ PROGRAMME?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stimulate planning in all levels</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To promote and enhance planning education and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>profession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contribute knowledge for better cities with</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the youth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To contribute to the knowledge base and improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skills of young professionals, the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leaders of our profession by stimulating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the professional interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Empower source of meaningful debate, new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ideas and rejuvenation for the Society**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To encourage young planning professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>develop a mutual understanding on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comprehensive urban planning process in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>context of the target territory and local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>realities and to join in resolving real-life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planning challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three primary strategic fields set by the 2018 Strategic Plan
**WHAT IS YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS’ PROGRAMME?**

- **Workshops**
  Share knowledge, skills and experience to resolve complex planning issues in a multi-cultural setting

- **Intensive trainings**
  Enable YPPs to use theoretical knowledge in their professional practice

- **Internship & Legacy**
  Mentor and sponsor young planning professionals

- **Network**
  Benefit from ISOCARP’s large network of planning professionals

- **Publications**
  Effective, efficient and creative dissemination of knowledge

- **Awards**
  Motivate, encourage and support young professionals

Primary activity fields set by Strategic Plan 2018
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR!

#2019

25 COUNTRIES
31 WORKSHOPS
765 PARTICIPANTS
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?

#2019

17 WORKSHOPS
5 COUNTRIES
330 PARTICIPANTS
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?

#2017

INCREASING LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION FROM EAST ASIA, SOUTHEAST ASIA AND AFRICA
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?

#2018

- 46 WORKSHOPS
- 24 COUNTRIES
- 1028 PARTICIPANTS

INCREASING LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION FROM EAST ASIA, SOUTHEAST ASIA AND AFRICA
WHAT HAVE WE DONE SO FAR?

#2019

INCREASING LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION FROM EAST ASIA, SOUTHEAST ASIA AND AFRICA

- **EAST ASIA**: 106 participants, 44 workshops, 25 countries
- **SOUTH ASIA**: 62 participants, 62 workshops, 129 countries
- **AFRICA**: 123 participants, 44 workshops, 129 countries
- **LATIN AMERICA**: 59 participants, 33 workshops, 48 countries
- **MENA**: 129 participants, 27 workshops, 48 countries
- **NORTH AMERICA**: 33 participants, 106 workshops, 48 countries
- **EUROPE**: 512 participants, 106 workshops, 48 countries
- **OCEANIA**: 27 participants, 106 workshops, 48 countries

**Total**: 1095 participants, 48 workshops, 25 countries
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

2 COUNTRIES
2 WORKSHOPS
67 PARTICIPANTS

JAKARTA - BOGOR
PLANNING BEYOND LIMITS - BUILDING LIVABLE COMMUNITIES
COORDINATED BY MICHAEL STOTT, TJARK GALL
WITH HAYLEY PHILIPS & RENE FU SWEE YUN

NINGBO
CHILD-RESPONSIVE PLANNING
COORDINATED BY JENS AERTS, ALİ ALRAOUF, DIVYA CHOPRA
Child-friendly Planning

Since 2018, ISOCARP has cooperated with UNICEF to promote the process of child-friendly urbanization, aiming at drawing attention to the needs of children in urban planning and enabling children worldwide to have a healthy, safe, inclusive and green life in vibrant, fair and friendly cities. These efforts also help to complete the agenda proposed by the UNDP Programme: ‘Transforming our world: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’. Child-friendly cities not only can effectively improve children’s quality of life in cities, support the most disadvantaged children in having access to basic services and a safe, clean environment, but they also attract all generations. In this perspective, promoting a child-responsive Ningbo definitively means promoting an innovative and inclusive city for all.
PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RESULTS.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpyppningbo/
With its unique theme and setting in Mindong Community, and by a team from 6 to 60 where innocence and experience meets - the YPP workshop introduced an important first step to inspire urbanism for children and shape knowledge for children.

A laboratory and at the same time a competing ground towards a challenging path of inspiring a child-friendly Mindong Community.

And a narrative that was built upon 3 questions integrating sustainable urban development and child’s rights: How is the city perceived and lived by the youngest generation? How to envision Mindong as a child friendly community? How to take action?

The result is diverse explorations on the idea of “Children's Home”:

From a vision of “CREATING PLACES PEOPLE LOVE A PLACE FOR ALL” where CHILDREN’S HOME IS MINGDONG COMMUNITY. To the RIBBONS OF MINGDONG, and reminds us that Play is not limited to a playground. Play is everywhere! From An offer to AN URBAN HOME - Inviting us to their living rooms full of love, lots of fun, plenty of participation. To the (A)MAZED - which takes us to A TIME TRAVEL FROM MAZED TO AMAZED where MINDONG AN AMAZING PLACE.
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

NINGBO

THE POSTER OF THE WINNING TEAM OF CHILDREN’S HOME COMPETITION
DIVYA CHOPRA, CHRIS STEENHUIS, JIE HE, YINYI HU, XINXIN PANG, WEI CHEN, YI ZHENG
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

#NINGBO

YPP NEWSLETTER
WATCH THE DOCUMENTARIES BY OUR YPPs AT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpyppningbo/
NINGBO YPP WORKSHOP LUNCHBOX SEMINARS WITH THE CONTRIBUTION OF OUR YPPS.

CHRIS STEENHUIS "CHILD-FRIENDLY URBAN DESIGN AND MIX & MATCH TOOLS TO DESIGN URBAN PLAY" AND VIVIANA CORDERO "THE CITY AT EYE LEVEL, HUASIPICHIANGA EXPERIENCE" (HTTPS://THECITYATEYELEVEL.COM, HTTPS://HUASIPICHIANGA.COM).

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INSPIRING PROJECTS!
THE SIGNPOST TO BE PLACED IN MINDONG COMMUNITY, NINGBO
Planning Beyond Limits - Building Livable Communities

Urban development in Indonesia is challenged to fulfill the needs of the people to increase their capacity to compete globally while at the same time maintain sustainability of the cities. Almost 40% of Indonesian citizens are dissatisfied with the living quality of the cities in which they live, according to the recently released 2017 Indonesia Most Livable City Index by the IAP. Within this intense urban agenda, the Workshop will explore alternative futures and strategies for livable communities, and use Jakarta and Bogor as urban laboratories beyond of metropolises and limitless cities:

What is the global role of megacities? Can cities without limits be planned? What are the strategies to promote livability, well-being, exemplary sustainability, innovation and responsive governance?
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RESULTS.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpypjakarta/?ref=bookmarks
The workshop is a call to explore alternative futures and strategies for livable communities, and use Jakarta and Bogor as urban laboratories beyond of metropolises and limitless cities - in a medium that is challenged to fulfill the needs of the citizens to increase their capacity to compete globally while at the same time maintain sustainability of the cities. And where almost 40% of Indonesian citizens are dissatisfied with the living quality of the cities in which they live, according to the recently released 2017 Indonesia Most Livable City Index by the IAP.

As part of the world congress, we have 3 questions: What is or should be the global role of megacities? Can cities without limits be planned? What are the strategies to promote livability, well-being, sustainability, innovation and responsive governance?

4 days to respond to these questions in 2 different cities focusing on 2 different problematic:
Case study area 1 - TOD Dukuh Atas, Jakarta, the first integrated transit area of luxurious offices and retails surrounded by on one hand a squatter settlement Kampung and on the other hand a high income historic neighborhood Menteng. Case study area 2 – Jalan Suryakencana, Bogor, a historic corridor of Bogor’s trading activities since the Dutch colonial period which acts also as the backbone of surrounding slum areas.
PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RESULTS.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpyppjakarta/
BEYOND TOD
Reclaiming the Megacity through Inclusive and Creative Planning

1. Biophilic detention barriers
   Key components:
   - Urban spaces, green and blue areas, sports and recreation, enhanced landscaping
   Timeline:
   - Start here

2. Enhanced transit experience
   Key components:
   - Enhanced transit experience with private transport, metro, and public transport
   Timeline:
   - Start here

3. Community space for all
   Key components:
   - Urban and rural areas, Green and shared use planning
   Timeline:
   - Start here

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNERS
YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS' PROGRAMME
JAKARTA + BOGOR | 4-8 SEPTEMBER 2019

YPP WORKSHOPS #2019
#JAKARTA-BOGOR

FINAL EDITING BY
TJARK GALL & ZEYNEP GUNAY
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JUSTAINABLE TOD DUKUH ATAS

WORK
PLAY
LIVE

IN SITU HEADQUARTE IN THE HEART OF JAKARTA

CONNECT
REVITALISE
ACTIVATE

CONNECT

INTRODUCTION

CENTRE MATTERS

PHASE 1 2020

PHASE 2 2025

PHASE 3 2040

LOCAL LEVEL
MICRO LEVEL

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

2020 DUKUH ATAS

G4 ENERGY EFFICACITY

G4 GREEN SPINE

G4 RECONNECT WITH WATER

G4 COMMUNITY DESIGN

2025 DUKUH ATAS

2040 DUKUH ATAS

JAKARTA
TEAM 20

FINAL EDITING BY
TJARK GALL & ZEYNEP GUNAY

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

#2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNERS YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS’ PROGRAMME

ONE STEP AT A TIME

WHICH STEP FIRST?

GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNERS YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS’ PROGRAMME

BOGOR: CONNECTING HEART WITH SOUL

VISION: REGENERATIVE PLANNING THROUGH CULTURAL INTEGRATION AND NATURE FOCUS: GREEN HEALTHY CITY, CULTURAL INTEGRATION, LIVEABILITY & CONNECTIVITY

FINAL EDITING BY TJARK GALL & ZEYNEP GUNAY

#JAKARTA-BOGOR
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNERS
YOUNG PLANNING PROFESSIONALS' PROGRAMME

JAKARTA + BOGOR | 4-8 SEPTEMBER 2019

**Suryakencana Heritage**

Our vision for Suryakencana neighbourhood is to create a culturally sensitive, inclusive and connected space where the local culture and environment are safeguarded with the involvement of the community and regional stakeholders. The three underlying themes of the vision are Culture, Community, and Connectivity.

**Vision**

**Culture**

- Enhancing the identity of the local culture through various forms of expressions and revitalization activities.
- Preserving and promoting the cultural heritage and traditions.

**Community**

- Involving the local community in decision-making processes and implementation phases.
- Empowering the community to take ownership of the project.

**Connectivity**

- Creating a network of connections between different parts of the neighbourhood.
- Enhancing accessibility and pedestrian-friendly environments.

**Connecting Suryakencana's neighbourhood**

- **S**: Creating a safe and secure environment for all residents, especially children and elderly.
- **W**: Enhancing the quality of water management systems and rainwater harvesting facilities.
- **O**: Developing opportunities for economic growth and employment within the community.
- **T**: Creating a sense of trust and cooperation among the community members.

**Understanding the site**

- Analysis of the current state and potential challenges.
- Identifying key stakeholders and their needs.

**What the locals think**

- Interviews and surveys with local residents to gather their perspectives and suggestions.
- Identifying local knowledge and expertise.

**Vision by 3c.**

- Culture
- Community
- Connectivity

**Cultural -**

- History and heritage preservation
- Cultural events and celebrations

**Community -**

- Involvement and engagement
- Social cohesion and inclusivity

**Connectivity -**

- Physical and social networks
- Access and mobility improvements

**FINAL EDITING BY**

TJARK GALL & ZEYNEP GUNAY
PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND FACEBOOK PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE RESULTS.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpyppjakarta/
JAKARTA-BOGOR YPP WORKSHOP SEMINAR SERIES

COLIN CHOO
TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENTS
– PERSPECTIVES FROM A TRANSPORT PLANNER
SINGAPORE INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS
06 SEPTEMBER 2019

PULSE LAB JAKARTA
FOSTERING ‘NEW-BREED’ OF PLANNERS AND EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE DATA SETS FOR FUTURE URBAN PLANNING
06 SEPTEMBER 2019

MUHAMMAD DAUD
JAKARTA URBAN REGENERATION 2030
JAKARTA GOVERNOR’S DELIVERY UNIT
SEPTEMBER 5, 2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

JAKARTA-BOGOR YPP
PULSELAB WORKSHOP

FOSTERING ‘NEW-BREED’ OF PLANNERS AND EXPLORING ALTERNATIVE DATA SETS FOR FUTURE URBAN PLANNING
06 SEPTEMBER 2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

ISOCARP GOES PUBLIC!
FIRST PUBLIC HEARING OF ISOCARP YPP ON THE STREETS OF JAKARTA
TOD DUKUH ATAS TUNNEL
08 SEPTEMBER 2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

PRESENTATION IN THE PLENARY SESSION
11 SEPTEMBER 2019
YPP WORKSHOPS #2019

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF YOUNG PLANNERS AND PROFESSIONALS' PROGRAMME

ONE STEP AT A TIME

WHICH STEP FIRST?

YPP EXHIBITION
9-13 SEPTEMBER 2019
MINISTER WRITING COMMENTS...
Application

**62** International YPP Applications

Coordinators by Invitation

Team

**3** International Coordinators  
Ali A. Alraouf, Divya Chopra, Jens Aerts

**2** Chinese Coordinators  
Fan Shuying, Jing Xie

**18** YPPs

6 International + 6 Chinese + 8 NBPI

8 Males / 12 Females

[1 India, 1 Ecuador, 1 Vietnam, 1 Macedonia, 1 Netherlands, 1 Egypt]

Organisation

NBPI in Collaboration with Yinzhou District, Minglou Street, UPSC and UNICEF

Budget = €32,000 [First installment of €19,171 paid on 22.07.2019]
## YPP Workshops #2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Bodo 2018</th>
<th>Kristiansand 2018</th>
<th>Xi’an 2018</th>
<th>Ningbo 2019</th>
<th>Jakarta 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10 (+25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrika</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mena</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amerikas</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
<td><strong>17</strong></td>
<td><strong>24</strong></td>
<td><strong>16</strong></td>
<td><strong>47</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>*60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Countries</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Participant Profile

**Planned**

- +15 children
YPP COMMITMENTS #2019
YPP COMMITMENTS 2019

PLEASE CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AND ISSUU FOR MORE INFORMATION ON YPP PUBLICATIONS.
https://issuu.com/zeynepgunay

#PUBLICATIONS
Sharing the programme knowledge hub through different mediums brings an improved perspective on the outcomes of the programme to be utilized in professional practice and education.

Extended context
Lead editorialship by the ypps
ISBN to encourage academic careers

Workshop Publications in WEB + ISSUU
SACPLAN >
Legacy Programme with 52nd Congress Legacy Committee to provide grant for 2 South African young professionals to attend ISOCARP congresses.

YPP COMMITMENTS 2019

#INTERNSHIP AND LEGACY

#JAKARTA-BOGOR

55TH ISOCARP WORLD PLANNING CONGRESS 2019
BEYOND THE METROPOLIS

ROUVE BINGLE
RAEESA GHOUR
WINNERS FOR 55TH ISOCARP WORLD PLANNING CONGRESS
YPP COMMITMENTS 2019

PECHA KUCHA SESSIONS, LUNCHBOX SEMINARS, URBAN LOUNGES AND PUBLIC HEARINGS FROM THE PUBLIC HEARING AT TOD DUKUH ATAS JAKARTA|BOGOR YPP 2019
Young Planning Professionals’ Award
BEST TEAM

DIVYA CHOPRA, CHRIS STEENHUIS, JIE HE, YINYI HU, XINXIN PANG, WEI CHEN, YI ZHENG
€1000

THE JURY
CHANGHONG QU, DEPUTY SECRETARY GENERAL OF UPSC, ZEYNEP GUNAY, ISOCARP VICE PRESIDENT, JENS AERTS, INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT, UNICEF, ZHAOHUI YUAN, CHIEF PLANNER, BUREAU OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND PLANNING, LIANBO QIAN, SECRETARY OF MINGLOU STREET, YINZHOU DISTRICT, NINGBO, YAYUN ZHANG, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, THE OFFICE OF THE WOMEN AND CHILDREN’S COMMITTEE OF NINGBO, NENGGONG ZHANG, PRESIDENT, NINGBO URBAN PLANNING & DESIGN INSTITUTE, SHENGLIANG HUANG, SECRETARY GENERAL, URBAN PLANNING SOCIETY OF NINGBO, SAM SHIH, DEAN OF GYMCHINA EDUCATION GROUP
UPSC Award
BEST YPPS PER TEAM

BANG FU, JIE HE, XINKAI WANG, KEJUN SHAO

THE JURY
ALI A. ALRAOUF, DIVYA CHOPRA, FAN SHAYUNG, JING XIE
YPP COMMITMENTS 2019

#AWARDS
#JAKARTA-BOGOR

Young Planning Professionals’ Award
ISOCARP Poster Prize

2019 Winner [Jury’s choice]
SIDDARTH KHAKHAR
Mapping walkways: Making visible the invisible universal mode of transport

2019 Runner-up
MENNATULLAH HENDAWY
Which city is made visible to the future urban planner in Egyptian universities?

2019 Winner [Public’s choice]
MARIANA SANTOS REIS
Empowering citizens through coloring

THE JURY
ADRIANO BISELLO, MAYRIANA KESUMA, HANNA OBRACHT-PRONDZYNOW, BENJAMIN SCHEERBARTH, ZIVILE SIMKUTE

POSTER PRIZE WINNERS WERE ANNOUNCED ON 12 SEPTEMBER DURING THE GALA DINNER
YPP AWARDS: BEST POSTER PRIZE 2019

SIDDARTH KHAKHAR, MENNATULLAH HENDAWY, MARIANA SANTOS REIS
JURY: ADRIANO BISELLO, MAYRIANA KESUMA, HANNA OBRACHT-PRONDZYNSKA, BENJAMIN SCHEERBARTH, ZIVILE SIMKUTE
Young Planning Professionals’ Award
HONOURABLE MENTION

SIDDARTH KHAKHAR, ANNA KATRINA KAARAN, TATHABRATA BHATTACHARYA, ROUVE BINGLE

THE JURY
MICHAEL STOTT, TJARK GALL, RENE FE SWEE YUN & HAYLEY PHILIPS
ADIPANDANG YUDONO, INEZ DARMALIA, BIMA PURNAMA, ARYA LAHASA PUTRA
Young Planning Professionals’ Grants
Humble///

Best Team Award in Ningbo YPP Workshop >>> €1000
Travel Grant for Jakarta YPPs… €825
Poster Prize… €500 winner(s)
Poster Prize (People’s Choice) … Waived Congress Fee for 2020
Travel Grant for Ningbo YPPs… €3000
Travel Grant for Young Professionals of NBPI to participate in the 55th Congress… €4000

= €9325 (2019)
= €4550 (2018)
YPPS AS CONGRESS TEAM MEMBERS
as part of the 55th ISOCARP World Planning Congress

Young Planners, as last year, were offered an opportunity to become a Congress Team Member. This means that – both before and during the congress – they involved in the preparation and running of and reporting on the congress activities. This exceptional opportunity shall allow the Young Planners to get more seriously involved in the entire congress.
This special session is designed to explore the future of planning profession with the involvement of the youngest generation. Since 1991, ISOCARP offers various platforms to engage young planning professionals in activating knowledge for better cities. Among these platforms are Young Planning Professionals’ Workshops, Intensive Training Programmes, Mentoring, Publications and Awards. After a brief introduction, the results and examples of those programmes will be shared with the audience including the results of the ISOCARP Young Planning Professionals’ Workshop in Ningbo, China, organised in collaboration with the UNICEF, the Urban Planning Society of China (UPSC), and undertaken by Ningbo Bureau of Nature Resources and Planning (NBNRP), and the Ningbo Urban Planning & Design Institute (NBPI). This years’ winners of the Student Awards will present their awarded researches. The session will be concluded with a discussion with the audience and participants about how ISOCARP can serve better the new generation, and about the future of planning through the fresh eyes of the young.

Moderated by Zeynep Gunay and Slawomir Ledwon
FB ISOCARP Young Planning Professionals’ Network
> https://www.facebook.com/groups/isocarpypp/

(All workshop FB pages can be reached from the main) > 561 MEMBERS

ISSUU ISOCARP | Young Planning Professionals >
https://issuu.com/zeynepgunay

Newsletter > https://isocarp.org/young-planning-professionals-programme/ypp-brochures-newsletters-manuals/

YPP Brochures, Newsletters & Manuals > https://isocarp.org/young-planning-professionals-programme/ypp-brochures-newsletters-manuals/
Call has been issued for a visible and effective committee (By February 26, 2018) - Junior vs Senior

The proposed tasks
Assistance in the development of programme and methodology
Provision of advice and support in the selection of participants
Promotion and publicity assistance

Ali A. Alraouf (Qatar) || Anamika Mishra (UAE) || Divya Chopra (India) || Jen Aerts (USA) || John Echlin (Switzerland) || Luigi Cippola (Indonesia/Italy) || Marcin Sliwa (Poland) || Pedro Garcia (Portugal) || Piotr Lorens (Poland) || Rolf Schuett (Bolivia, Germany) || Ryan Fester (South Africa) || Sofia Morgado (Portugal) || Taru Jain (Australia) || Thomas Stellmach (Germany) || Tjark Gall (Netherlands) || Zivile Simkute (Lithuania)
2 ISOCARP YPP in the next Congress City!

ISOCARP YPP MERANO > Continuing communication - Co-coordinated by Daniele Vettorato

ISOCARP/ITACUS YPTDPs Delhi & Mexico > Continuing communication - Co-coordinated by Young Network of ITACUS &

Communications of 2018-2019 that has not been resulted with an agreement:

ISOCARP/ITACUS YPTDPs Bolivia + NR YPP Lithuania + NR YPP Albania + Dubai ITP + Sharjah ITP

MEGA-CITIES SHORT-DOCS > Continuing communication for the new collaborative programme for the youth

ICOMOS > Continuing communication for the Joint ISOCARP-ICOMOS Workshop
Priority geographies together with priority subjects + Global focus

> Difficulties in finding FUNDING and SPONSORS

Long-term partnership through regular events

> NEW TERMS with old partners

New financial mechanism with standard budget schemes

Alternative resources via legacy projects

> No willingness to participate from ISOCARP members and institutional partners

Effective, efficient and creative dissemination of the knowledge

Promote membership

> Low percentage of YPP Membership especially for National Workshops

> Increasing membership from Congress Workshops (12 in 2018-2019)

> Continuity?
EVALUATION & FUTURE REMARKS

New format in trial > 2 Cities 1 Congress

Representation > All participants / Representatives to attend to the next ISOCARP World Planning Congress to present workshop results to congress audience

Communication > Guideline + Skype with Coordinators and Partners before workshops + Social media + Alumni Reunion

Flexibility & Diversity in workshop methodology > Action based research vs. Research based action + “Megadocs Video Academy” + New ways of involving university students with community >> Tactics & games + Urban lounge // Pecha Kucha + Seminars by Coordinators (to be streamed online) >> Interviews & Documentaries by the YPPs

Identity-building > Identity standards in all communication + Branding YPP + Publication of Reports with the new brand BUZZ

Restructure the YPP system and its adjoint mechanisms > Online streaming + Flyers & Brochures + Calls, Manuals, Publications, Social Media Visibility etc.

Finance > Facilitation of 50% surplus from the revenue obtained from previous years’ projects for YPPs

#IDEAS PITCH
For more information, please visit www.isocarp.org

or contact
Zeynep Gunay
Board Member, Director of Young Planning Professionals Programme

gunay@isocarp.org